
#

32

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6005 210 4.45 1.64 31 3/4 9 3/4 34.5 7.04 4.21 123" 10

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

RB
DOB (Age)

1-26-94 (25)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Hammer, Ryne

TEAM

Miami Dolphins16-3rd-MIA
YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

University of Alabama (ALUN)

Prospect (Last, First)

Drake, Kenyan

2018: vs TEN 9/9, @ CIN 10/7, vs CHI 10/14, @ HST 10/25, @ BUF 12/30

25
Winning %

41%
Positions Started

INJURIES

Limited carries. Consistent ball security. Production out of the backfield increased each 
year. 2018: Played all 16 games - 120 Carries - 535 Yds - 4 TDs - 4.5 Yds/C - 2 Fumbles - 53 
Rec - 477 Yds 2017: Played all 16 games - 133 Carries - 644 Yds - 3 TDs - 4.8 Yds/C - 2 
Fumbles - 32 Rec - 239 Yds 2016: Played all 16 games - 33 Carries - 179 Yds - 2 TDs - 5.4 
Yds/C - 0 Fumbles - 9 Rec - 46 Yds

4th year RB, who has started 23 of 61 games in his career, including 7 of 16 in 2018. He’s been within HC Adam
Gase’s offense his entire career, and was asked to use his size and strength to run between the tackles, while
mixing in a little outside zone run. He was also able to get out of the backfield and make plays catching the ball.
Possesses good height, weight, hand size, long arms, even leg to chest ratio with solid muscle build. Solid
athletic ability with solid, COD, balance, foot quickness, and lateral movements. Good mental processing to read
and react to blitzes. Solid lateral movement to slide and be able to get across the formation and pick up
defenders. Good play strength and ability to have a good punch at the POA. Solid feet to continue to slide and
shield defenders, along with solid hands to engage and control defender. Solid ability to also chip and chop
along with traditional straight Pass Pro pick ups. Good pass catching ability, good hands, hands catcher with soft
hands. Solid catch to run transition. Solid acceleration, with good play strength to grind out extra yards after
first contact. Good finish and ability to finish with size and fall forward for yards. Good mental processing in
Gap/Zone to pick up free defenders, and use solid lateral movements skills to try and make defenders miss.
Solid COD, ability between tackles to move and get one gap over from where the run is designed to go. In Zone,
can get outside stick foot in the ground and get up in the hole. Solid foot quickness, enough to get in and out of
hole both inside and outside. He can get the defense flowing and stretch them laterally. Good finish ability in
each run, better once shoulders are square to the LOS, and has very good leg strength. Good competitive
toughness in his runs, doesn’t shy away from contact and will grind out the tough yards. Adequate vision and
ability to create when the hole isn’t there. Lacks the vision to see the whole field, and misses potential cut back
lanes in Zone or when inside the tackles open gaps to bounce the run to. Adequate decision making and
decisiveness, along with adequate acceleration/burst, disrupt runs when he misses the hole. When he does see
the hole, slow plays it and isn’t decisive consistently to hit it, and his lack of acceleration and explosion, allows
hole to close and bust the play. His lack of acceleration also disrupts the ability to get a lot of yards after the
catch in the passing game as well. In the NFL, starting RB in a Gap run scheme and a a West Coast passing
scheme, who has the ability to contribute in different areas of an offense. He has the ability to be a 3 down back.
Need to utilize his size and power getting his shoulders squared to the LOS and to get him to get passes out of
the backfield. In the right scheme he can be a productive player.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

61
Games Started

23
Games Won

Acceleration/Burst, Vision

PROJECTION
Starting RB in a Gap run scheme and a a West Coast passing scheme, who has the ability to 
contribute in different areas of an offense. He has the ability to be a 3 down back. Need to 
utilize his size and power getting his shoulders squared to the LOS and to get him to get 
passes out of the backfield. In the right scheme he can be a productive player.

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Balance, COD, Play Strength, Hands

WORST

RB

Gap run scheme and West Coast passing scheme

2018: Right Shoulder Sprain (No games missed) / 2016: Left Knee Sprain (No games 
missed) Right Hamstring Strain (No games missed) / College: 38 games in 4 years Junior: 
Broken Ankle, 2 Suspensions

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


